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Abstract: The light olefin product distribution of the methanol-to-olefin
(MTO) reaction catalyzed by acid zeolites and zeotypes depends on
the nature of the entrapped hydrocarbon pool species that act as cocatalysts. The preferential stabilization by confinement effects of the
cationic intermediates involved in the side-chain or paring pathways
of the aromatics-based cycle of the MTO mechanism in small-pore
cage-based zeolites is determined by the topology of the cavity, and
can be quantitatively described through the Eint(7/5) parameter obtained
from DFT calculations. In this work we extend the study of the Eint(7/5)
parameter to a wide range of structures (ERI, LEV, AEI, CHA, DDR,
AFX, RTH, ITE, SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI, and LTA) and discuss its
applicability in small cages with steric constraints to host bulky
intermediates, in zeolites with a tight fitting between the cavity and the
hosted cations, and in large cages where confinement effects are lost
in part and competitive processes occur.

Introduction
The methanol-to-olefins (MTO) reaction is a relevant process that
produces short chain olefins such as ethene, propene and butene
at industrial scale.[1-3] The commercial demand of these chemical
products is nowadays fulfilled by steam cracking or fluidized
catalytic cracking of higher hydrocarbons. The MTO reaction
provides an alternative path for producing short chain olefins from
sources such as coal, natural gas or biomass. In recent years,
many MTO plants have emerged, being the coal-to-olefin plant
built in China in 2010 the first one of its kind. [2]
The MTO reaction is catalyzed by acid zeolites (aluminosilicates)
and SAPOs (silicoaluminophosphates) that can form, within their
pores, organic molecules that act as co-catalysts. The true
catalytic system comprises both the inorganic framework
containing the Brønsted acid sites and the confined organic
species, either alkenes or aromatics, that form the so-called
“hydrocarbon pool” and produce light olefins by successive
methylation and cracking steps.[4-7] The topology of the
microporous structure determines the nature of the hydrocarbon
pool species and, indirectly, the selectivity of the reaction. [4-17]
According to the widely accepted dual-cycle mechanism (Scheme
1), H-ZSM-5 favors the formation of propene and higher alkenes
by methylation and cracking of alkenes in the 10-ring channels of
the bidirectional system, while ethene production requires the
participation, as hydrocarbon pool species, of aromatic
alkylbenzenes allocated at the wider channels intersections. [5-7]

Scheme 1. Dual-cycle hydrocarbon pool mechanism proposed
for the MTO reaction.
Suppression of the aromatics-based cycle in H-ZSM-22 topology
containing only unidirectional 10-ring channels leads to a much
lower production of ethene, while similar amounts of propene and
ethene are obtained in the larger and interconnected 12-ring
channels of H-BEA zeolite,[18] evidencing the influence of pore
architecture not only on the formation of deactivating polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon pool species which modify the catalyst
lifetime,[19,20] but also on the light olefin product distribution.
In zeolite structures composed by relatively large cavities
interconnected through small-pore 8-ring windows, such as HSSZ-13 and H-SAPO-34 with the CHA topology, the hydrocarbon
pool consists predominantly of aromatic polymethylbenzenes
trapped within the internal cages, although some contribution of
the alkene-based cycle cannot be ruled out completely.[8,9, 21- 24]
In the aromatics-based catalytic cycle, the selectivity to ethene,
propene and butene depends on the relative contribution of the
two possible competitive pathways included in the mechanism:
the side-chain and paring routes (Scheme 1). [5-7, 16, 17, 25-28] Both
routes share the same initial intermediate, a gem-methylated
polymethylbenzenium cation (I0 in Scheme 1). The side-chain
pathway starts with exo-methylation of I0 forming an alkyl chain
that, after some methyl-shift steps, is eliminated yielding
preferentially ethene. The paring route involves an initial ring
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contraction of I0 to form a bicycle-hexenyl cation (I1 in Scheme 1)
that splits off propene and, in a two-step process through an I2
intermediate, can additionally yield iso-butene. The resulting
cyclopentenyl cations undergo subsequent ring-expansion and
methylation steps to recover the hydrocarbon pool species. The
evolution of the I0 intermediate toward the side-chain or the paring
routes depends on the degree of methylation of the aromatic
methylbenzene ring, with the ring-contraction step being
energetically accessible only for highly methylated benzenium
cations.[16] In this sense, the influence of pore architecture on
product distribution is linked to the ability of each cage topology
to host methylbenzene intermediates with a higher or lower
degree of methylation.
The relationship between the degree of methylation of the
aromatic hydrocarbon pool and the selectivity to ethene and
propene was established by kinetic and isotopic labelling studies,
[29-31]
and the influence of cavity topology on light olefin product
distribution was also demonstrated experimentally. [8-17] A large
number of small-pore cage-based zeolites and SAPOs were
systematically tested as catalysts for the MTO reaction by Davis
et al. to establish a relationship between the MTO product
distribution and the cavity topology described by a new
parameter, the cage-defining ring size.[13-14] Fourteen
crystallographic zeolite structures with different compositions
were classified into four categories according to the relative
amount of ethene, propene and butene formed, with the
structures containing smaller cavities such as LEV and ERI
producing more ethene than propene, and with butene appearing
as an important product only in structures containing very large
cavities such as SAV, LTA or RHO. However, it was not possible
to establish a quantitative linear correlation between product
distribution and either the diameter of the largest possible
included sphere (D) or the cage-defining ring size.
All these observations were recently rationalized by combining
DFT calculations with catalyst synthesis, characterization and
testing.[15-17] A theoretical study of the paring mechanism for
penta- and hepta-methylbenzene intermediates in CHA, AEI,
RTH and ITE catalyst models showed a preferential stabilization
of the fully-methylated species in RTH and ITE cavities, which
would result in a higher contribution of the paring route and
therefore a larger production of propene, in agreement with the
catalytic results. In addition, a new descriptor, the Eint(7/5)
parameter, was defined from the DFT interaction energy of each
cation within the different zeolite cavities to quantitatively describe
the ability of a particular cage topology to host the fully methylated
intermediates involved in the paring route.[16] A linear relationship
was indeed observed between the C3=/C2= ratios measured for
different zeolites and the Eint(7/5) parameter corresponding to each
catalyst structure, thus confirming that the confinement effect
associated to cage topology is probably the factor governing the
MTO product selectivity. More recently, this parameter has been
successfully applied to explain the different light olefin product
distribution obtained with isostructural H-SSZ-13 and H-SAPO-34
catalysts, both of them with the CHA structure.[17] The larger
flexibility of the silicoaluminophosphate material, which is
correctly captured by the Eint(7/5) parameter, allows the expansion
of the cages necessary to accommodate the fully methylated
intermediates, leading to an increased production of propene as
compared to H-SSZ-13.
In this work we extend the study of the theoretical Eint(7/5)
parameter to a wider range of structures and chemical

compositions used as MTO catalysts, including the smallest ERI
and LEV cages where steric constraints might be present as well
as large cavities such as those of SAV, RHO or LTA structures
where the confinement effect might be lost. The final goal is to
determine the scope of confinement effects for this process, and
set the limits of the Eint(7/5) parameter as predictor of product
distribution in the MTO reaction.

Results and Discussion
According to the mechanism described in Scheme 1, the evolution
of the gem-methylated I0 intermediate depends on its degree of
ring-methylation.[15-17] The paring route is only accessible for the
fully-methylated hepta-methylbenzenium (7MB+) cation, while the
less substituted penta-methylbenzenium cation (5MB+) will follow
the side-chain pathway. The relative concentration of each of
these two key intermediates in different zeolite structures can be
estimated from the interaction energies between the
carbocationic species and the catalyst framework, through the
Eint(7/5) parameter calculated as Eint(7/5) = Eint(7MB+)/Eint(5MB+).
The interaction energies of 7MB+ and 5MB+ intermediates with
pure silica and pure aluminophosphate (AlPO) models of ERI,
LEV, AEI, CHA, DDR, AFX, RTH, ITE, SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI, and
LTA zeolite structures were estimated from periodic DFT
calculations (Figure S1 and Table S1 in the Supporting
Information) and used to obtain the Eint(7/5) parameters
summarized in Table 1. For comparison purposes, the diameter
of the largest sphere that can be included in each structure (D)
according to the IZA database[32] and the cage defining ring size
(CDR) according to Davis[14] are also included in Table 1. At first
sight, the three parameters used to characterize the cage
topology follow the same trend: the smallest spheres are included
in the smallest cage-defining rings, for which the smallest Eint(7/5)
values are obtained. As the diameter of the largest sphere
included increases, the cage-defining ring size and Eint(7/5)
parameter increase too, with the exception of the AEI structure
with a very particular cavity shape (see Figure S1). A deeper
inspection of the values in Table 1 and the plot in Figure 1a clearly
indicate that this trend is only valid for cavities with diameter D ≤
9Å, that is, for the zeolite structures from ERI to SAV. In this range
of cage dimensions, the composition of the framework (silicate or
aluminophosphate) also plays a role in the stabilization of the
entrapped carbocations, with the calculated Eint(7/5) parameter
always being larger for the AlPO materials. This is due in part to
the slightly larger volume cell of the AlPO materials as compared
to the isostructural zeolites, but the most important factor is the
increased flexibility of the aluminophosphate framework with
respect to that of silicate, which allows a less energy demanding
expansion of the cavity that facilitates the accommodation of the
bulkier 7MB+.[17] This effect is more pronounced in the smaller
cavities (ERI, LEV, CHA) and diminishes when the architecture of
the silicate cage is adequate to host 7MB+ without requiring too
much distortion, as in AEI, AFX or SAV with Eint(7/5) parameters
close to 1.
For the wider cavities, UFI, RHO, KFI and LTA, the sphere
included can be as large as 11,1 Å diameter and the cage-defining
ring oscillates between 10.4 and 11.4 Å. However, the Eint(7/5)
parameter does not further increase and takes values slightly
larger than unity, between 1.01 and 1.04, similar to those obtained
for RTH and ITE and without any clear influence of framework
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distribution may have a limit, which is reached when the shape
and dimensions of the cavity do not fit the hosted species.

composition (see Table 1). The reason is that Eint(7/5) is not just a
geometric parameter such as the sphere diameter D or the cagedefining ring size, but it is based on the relative stabilization of
7MB+ and 5MB+ cations by van der Waals interactions with the
zeolite framework. Too small cages such as those of ERI and LEV
cannot accommodate the bulky 7MB+, so that the interaction
energies calculated for 5MB+ are clearly larger than for 7MB+
(see Table S1) and the Eint(7/5) values are lower than 1. But in too
large cavities part of the confinement effect is lost because not all
the methyl groups of the cationic intermediates can establish good
contacts with the framework oxygen atoms. The optimized
structures depicted in Figure 2 clearly show that the 7MB+ and
5MB+ cations usually stay in the center of the cavity in the
structures with smaller cages, but tend to move close to the
zeolite walls when the cavity dimensions do not fit those of the
entrapped organic species. Thus, while 7MB+ cation occupies the
center of the UFI cage, which is able to host a sphere of 10.1 Å
diameter, the less methylated 5MB+ is displaced to one side of the
cavity in order to achieve the largest number of close contacts
with the framework. This displacement aiming to maximize the
interactions with the framework is also observed for both 5MB +
and 7MB+ in the zeolite structures containing the largest cavities,
such as RHO, KFI and LTA. In this situation, the bulkier 7MB + is
not much better stabilized than the less methylated 5MB+ and the
calculated Eint(7/5) parameter is ⁓1 regardless the size of the cage.

Table 1. Structural and energetic parameters used to
characterize the cavity topology of small-pore cage-based
zeolites used in the MTO reaction.
IZA
D[a]
CDR[b]
Eint(7/5)
Eint(I2/I1)
code
(Å)
(Å)
SiO2
AlPO
SiO2
AlPO
ERI
7.04
6.76
0.807
0.852
0.982
1.020
LEV
7.10
7.15
0.822
0.896
0.911
0.878
AEI
7.33
8.52
0.997
1.000
0.960
0.947
CHA
7.37
7.45
0.933
0.946
0.954
0.958
DDR
7.66
7.07
0.955
-- [c]
0.946
-- [c]
AFX
7.76
7.44
0.987
0.995
0.978
0.980
RTH
8.18
9.00
1.018
-- [c]
0.973
-- [c]
[c]
ITE
8.30
9.11
1.012
-0.974
-- [c]
SAV
8.82
9.60
1.036
1.042
1.007
1.000
UFI
10.09
10.45
1.017
-- [c]
0.980
-- [c]
RHO
10.43
11.41
1.016
1.009
0.997
1.010
KFI
10.67
10.67
1.045
1.029
0.999
1.005
LTA
11.05
10.44
1.001
1.022
1.001
1.003
[a] IZA Database of Zeolite Structures. [b] Data from ref. [14]. [c]
No CIF available.

Table 2. Product selectivity at the same methanol conversion
level (X=95%) for the different small pore zeolites and zeotypes
and catalyst lifetime. Reaction conditions: T=623 or 673 K,
WHSV=0.8 h-1, wcat=50 mg.
Life time
Selectivity (%wt)
(min)
Sample Comp.
[a]

LEV

zeo

X95

118

CHA_1 zeo
260
CHA_2 zeo
1085
CHA_3 SAPO 447
AEI_1 zeo
267
AEI_2 zeo
480
AEI_3 SAPO 138
AEI_4 SAPO 246
RTH_1 zeo
270
ITE
zeo
217
[b]
LEV zeo
354
CHA_1 zeo
670
CHA_3 SAPO 298
AEI_1 zeo
446
AEI_4 SAPO 471
RTH_1 zeo
236
RTH_2 zeo
105
ITE
zeo
378
LTA
zeo
-- [c]
[a] 623 K. [b] 673 K.
conversion

Figure 1. (a) Correlation between the diameter (D) of the largest
sphere that can be included in small-pore cage-based zeolite
structures and the cage-defining ring size (blue) or the Eint(7/5)
parameter (orange). (b) Correlation between the Eint(I2/I1) and the
Eint(7/5) parameters.
Overall, these values suggest that the confinement effect
associated to cage topology and its influence on the MTO product
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C2=

C3=

C4= C3=/C2=

45.7 25.8 9.5

(C4=+C3=) = =
C4 /C3
/C2=

0.56

45.1 37.0 12.4 0.82
47.1 34.2 12.1 0.73
33.6 45.9 13.7 1.40
20.9 44.4 19.6 2.12
22.6 47.9 22.0 2.20
22.9 47.8 21.0 2.09
22.8 48.4 18.7 2.12
14.7 45.1 24.7 3.07
13.7 42.6 28.2 3.11
51.9 21.5 9.8 0.41
56.4 30.4 9.2 0.54
37.9 41.8 13.4 1.10
33.6 44.5 14.2 1.32
34.5 46.4 13.2 1.34
27.6 44.2 16.8 1.60
26.9 42.9 14.8 1.60
24.4 47.8 20.6 1.95
28.3 32.2 16.4 1.14
[c] Product selectivity at

0.77

0.37

1.10
0.34
0.98
0.35
1.77
0.30
3.06
0.44
3.09
0.46
3.00
0.44
2.94
0.39
5.17
0.55
4.75
0.66
0.60
0.46
0.70
0.30
1.46
0.32
1.75
0.32
1.73
0.28
2.80
0.38
2.21
0.34
2.14
0.43
1.72
0.51
75% methanol

Figure 2. Optimized structures of 7MB+ and 5MB+ confined in pure silica periodic models of small-pore cage-based zeolites.
After the first ring-contraction step in the paring route, the bicyclehexenyl I1 intermediate formed from I0 can directly decompose
yielding propene or convert into a bulkier I2 intermediate
precursor of iso-butene. In this case, and following the same
approach used to quantify the relative contribution of the paring
and side-chain routes, a Eint(I2/I1) parameter calculated from the
interaction energies of the I1 and I2 intermediates with different
zeolite structures might provide an estimation of the relative
amount of butene and propene that could be expected when using
a particular microporous catalyst, assuming that the reaction
follows the aromatic-based mechanism. The optimized
geometries of the I1 and I2 intermediates allocated in the ERI,
LEV, AEI, CHA, DDR, AFX, RTH, ITE, SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI, and
LTA zeolite structures are depicted in Figure 3, and the calculated
parameters are summarized in Table 1. Since the two
intermediates contain a fully-methylated cyclopentenyl ring and
the same number of atoms arranged in a different way, the
influence of cavity topology on the Eint(I2/I1) values in Table 1 is not
so evident. Moreover, the values for ERI and LEV are not relevant
because in these structures the 7MB+ intermediate precursor of
I1 and I2 is sterically destabilized and therefore the contribution of
the paring route should be low. The plot in Figure 1b shows that
there is a correlation between the Eint(I2/I1) and the Eint(7/5)
parameters for all the structures in which the 7MB+ intermediate
can be stabilized, suggesting that as the Eint(7/5) parameter
increases and the paring route becomes predominant, the relative
ratio of butene/propene formed should also increase.
Next, a systematic evaluation of the catalytic performance of
zeolites with the LEV, CHA, AEI, RTH, ITE and LTA structures
with different physicochemical properties, as well as samples of
SAPO-34 and SAPO-18 with the CHA and AEI structures was
performed to establish the trends in MTO product distribution. The
as-synthesized small-pore zeolites and SAPOs show the
characteristic powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of LEV,
CHA, AEI, RTH, ITE and LTA structures (Figure S2), and their
crystal size (Figure S3) and chemical composition varies

depending on the method of synthesis used, as indicated in Table
S2.
Two samples of zeolite H-SSZ-13 with Si/Al molar ratios of ∼15
and crystal sizes of ∼1 μm (CHA_1) and ∼70 nm (CHA_2), and a
sample of isostructural H-SAPO-34 (CHA_3) consisting of
crystals of ∼1 μm with a (Al+P)/Si molar ratio of 10 were
prepared. For the AEI crystallographic structure, we synthesized
two samples of zeolite H-SSZ-39 with Si/Al molar ratios of ∼9 and
crystal sizes of ∼0.7 μm (AEI_1) and ∼60 nm (AEI_2), and two
samples of H-SAPO-18 with a (Al+P)/Si molar ratio of 11-13 and
crystals of ∼150 nm (AEI_3) and ∼0.8 μm (AEI_4). Zeolite HRUB-13 was prepared either as nanocrystallites of ∼80 nm with a
Si/Al ratio of ∼16 (RTH_1) or as micron-sized particles of 1-2 μm
and a slightly lower Al content (RTH_2). Zeolite H-SSZ-17 with
the LEV structure was synthesized in the form of small crystals of
∼70 nm with a Si/Al molar ratio of 9, while ITE and LTA were
obtained as intermediate (ITE, 0.5 × 0.2 μm) and large (LTA, 3-4
μm) crystals with Si/Al molar ratios of 13 and 20, respectively
(Table S2). The textural properties of the calcined materials
determined by N2 adsorption experiments are analogous to those
reported in the literature (Table S2), and the 29Si and 27Al MAS
NMR spectra indicate that most of the Si and Al species remain
in tetrahedral coordination within the respective zeotype and
zeolite frameworks (Figure S4).
The catalytic performance of all these samples in the MTO
reaction was tested at 623 K and 673 K with a WHSV of 0.8 h −1,
and the methanol conversion and product distribution results are
summarized in Table 2 and plotted in Figures 4 and S5-S23 in the
Supporting Information. In agreement with previous studies, when
comparing catalyst with the same crystallographic structure and
chemical composition but different physicochemical properties
(CHA_1 with CHA_2, AEI_1 with AEI_2, AEI_3 with AEI_4, or
RTH_1 with RTH_2), larger catalyst lifetimes are observed for the
samples with smaller particle size. However, the light olefin
product distribution remains mostly unaltered in these cases, and
only varies when the microporous structure of the catalyst is
different (Table 2 and S2).
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Figure 3. Optimized structures of I1 and I2 intermediates confined in pure silica periodic models of small-pore cage-based zeolites.
When comparing catalysts with the same structure but different
framework composition, that is, isostructural zeolites and SAPOs,
a relevant effect appears in the case of CHA, but not in the case
of AEI. Thus, the C3=/C2= and (C4=+C3=)/C2= ratios obtained with
H-SAPO-34 are twice as high as achieved with the isostructural
zeolite H-SSZ-13, while all the values measured for either H-SSZ39 or H-SAPO-18 are nearly equivalent (see Table 2). Finally, it
should be noted that the selectivity values and the C3=/C2= and
(C4=+C3=)/ C2= ratios for any given catalyst are not the same at
623 and 673 K because the relative reaction rates change with
temperature. However, the trends in selectivity are not modified,
and the production of propene and butene via the paring route
increases according to LEV < CHA (zeolite) < CHA (SAPO) < LTA
⁓ AEI (zeolite or SAPO) < RTH ⁓ ITE (see Table 2).
Following the hypothesis that the differences in selectivity arise
from the preferential stabilization of 5MB+ or 7MB+ cations in the
cavities and the associated enhancement of either the side-chain
pathway leading to ethene or the paring route producing propene
and butene, we searched for a correlation between the C 3=/C2=
and (C4=+C3=)/C2= ratios obtained for zeolites and zeotypes listed
in Table 2 and the Eint(7/5) parameters given in Table 1.
The plots in Figure 5 show that there is indeed a relationship, with
the LEV structure with the smallest Eint(7/5) value producing more
ethene and with the largest C3=/C2= and (C4=+C3=)/C2= ratios found
for the RTH and ITE structures, both of them with a Eint(7/5) value
larger than 1.01 (Table 1). Interestingly, the zeolite structure with
the largest cavity, LTA, does not produce the maximum amount
of propene and butene among the samples studied. Instead, its
catalytic performance regarding olefin product distribution is quite
similar to that of AEI, as could be expected from their
corresponding Eint(7/5) parameters, 1.00 in both cases. It is also
important to remark that the different selectivity obtained with HSSZ-13 zeolite and the isostructural H-SAPO-34, recently
explained in terms of the larger flexibility of the AlPO framework
that facilitates the accommodation of the bulkier 7MB +
intermediate,[17] is well represented by the correlations in Figure
5, as well as the equivalent performance of isostructural H-SSZ39 and H-SAPO-18.

Figure 4. Methanol conversion and product selectivities (%wt)
with time on stream (TOS) using small-pore cage-based zeolites
and zeotypes. Reaction conditions: T=673 K, WHSV=0.8 h -1,
wcat=50 mg).
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through the paring route of the aromatic-based cycle (see Figure
S24 in the Supporting Information).
In a last step, and to further check the validity of the hypothesis
behind the Eint(7/5) parameter to rationalize the MTO selectivity and
to set the limits of its applicability, the larger set of experimental
data from ref. [14] were represented in Figure 6 against the Eint(7/5)
parameter. Both the C3=/C2= (in blue) and the (C4=+C3=)/C2= ratios
(in orange) follow the trends described for the experimental data
presented in this work, and the existence of two types of materials
is clearly observed. On one hand, the group of zeolite structures
with diameter of cavity smaller than ⁓9 Å and with a tight fitting
between the cage topology and the entrapped methylbenzenium
cations, plotted as squares in Figure 6. This group includes AEI,
CHA, DDR, AFX, RTH and ITE, with Eint(7/5) values between 0.9
and 1.01, and in them the confinement effect determines the
relative stability of 7MB+ and 5MB+ cations and the olefin product
distribution. On the other hand, there is a group of cage-based
zeolites with larger cavities in their structure (SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI
or LTA, depicted as circles in Figure 6) in where the confinement
effect is partly lost and other competitive processes start to take
place. In this last case, linear correlations with the Eint(7/5)
parameter are still observed, but the amount of propene and
butene detected is lower because of the competing processes
leading to alkanes.

Figure 5. Relationships between the measured (a) C3=/C2= and
(b) (C4=+C3=)/C2= ratios and the Eint(7/5) parameter in different
small-pore cage-based zeolites and zeotypes. Reaction
conditions: T=623 or 673 K, WHSV=0.8 h-1.
However, the relative amount of propene and butene detected in
the LEV sample, with the smallest cavity and the smallest E int(7/5)
value, is clearly larger than expected according to these
relationships. As mentioned before, the cavity in LEV is too small
to host the fully-methylated 7MB+ intermediate involved in the
paring route (see interaction energies in Table S1) and the value
of the Eint(7/5) parameter, 0.822, indicates that 5MB+ will be the
most abundant aromatic hydrocarbon pool species in LEV, in
agreement with previous 13C NMR and GC-MS studies.[8]
Therefore, in the absence of 7MB+ due to steric constraints,
propene and butene in LEV must be formed through the alkenebased cycle of the MTO mechanism (see Scheme 1) while ethene
is obtained via the side-chain pathway of the aromatics-based
cycle. A deeper inspection of the product distribution in Figure 4
shows a larger contribution of pentenes and higher olefins in LEV
(⁓12%) than in any other catalyst (< 6%), further supporting the
alkene-based cycle as the main mechanism operating in the
smallest cages. On the other hand, the formation of C1 and
alkanes (red rhombus in Figure 4) is below 5% in all catalysts
tested except LTA, where the amount of paraffins is comparable
to that of butenes, both of them over 16%. The higher production
of alkanes in LTA might be related to the size of the cavity, large
enough to accommodate bulky intermediates or transition states
participating in hydrogen transfer processes. [33]
Finally, a linear trend was also observed between the measured
C4=/C3= ratios and the calculated Eint(I2/I1) parameter for all
structures in which propene and butene are mostly formed

Figure 6. Relationships between experimental C3=/C2= (blue) and
(C4=+C3=)/C2= (orange) ratios from ref. [14] and the Eint(7/5)
parameter. Squares and circles correspond to structures with
cavity diameter smaller and larger than ⁓9 Å, respectively.
Reaction conditions: T= 673 K, WHSV=1.3 h-1.

Conclusion
The product distribution of the MTO reaction catalyzed by smallpore cage-based zeolites depends on the ability of the catalyst
cages to preferentially stabilize the 5MB+ cations involved in the
side-chain pathway producing ethene or the fully methylated
7MB+ cation leading to propene and butene via the paring route.
The relative stabilization by confinement of these two
intermediates in a series of zeolite structures containing cavities
of different dimensions and topology has been evaluated by
means of periodic DFT calculations, and the quantitative Eint(7/5)
parameter has been obtained for ERI, LEV, AEI, CHA, DDR, AFX,
RTH, ITE, SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI, and LTA zeolite structures. Some
of these catalysts have been synthesized with different
physicochemical properties and composition, and their catalytic
performance in the MTO reaction has been tested. By combining
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the theoretical data and the results from the catalytic experiments,
the limits of the Eint(7/5) parameter as predictor of product
distribution in the MTO reaction have been established. Thus, in
the small cages of ERI and LEV structures, with Eint(7/5) values
below 0.9, the bulky 7MB+ is sterically forbidden and propene and
higher alkenes are formed through the alkene-based catalytic
cycle. In contrast, in the zeolite structures with Eint(7/5) values larger
than 0.9, propene and butene are formed through the paring
mechanism, and the relative contribution of the paring and sidechain pathways directly correlates with the E int(7/5) parameter.
However, there are clear differences between the structures with
a tight fitting between the entrapped methylbenzenium cations
and the hosting cavity (CHA, AEI, DDR, RTH and ITE, with Eint(7/5)
values between 0.9 and 1.01) and those with larger cages in
where the confinement effect is lost in part and other competitive
processes such as hydrogen transfer start to take place (SAV,
UFI, RHO, KFI or LTA, with Eint(7/5) values > 1). In this last case,
the distribution of the light olefins still correlates with the E int(7/5)
parameter, but the formation of alkanes and other products is
significant.

LTA frameworks with different physicochemical properties were
synthesized following procedures from the literature.[15,40-44]
Experimental details for each synthesis can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Characterization.
Powder
X-ray
diffraction
(PXRD)
measurements were performed with a multisample Philips X’Pert
diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator,
operating at 40 kV and 35 mA, and using Cu Kα radiation (λ =
0.1542 nm). The morphology and particle size of the zeolites were
characterized by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, JEOL
JSM-6300). The chemical composition of the solid samples was
determined by inductively coupled plasma atomic absorption
spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a Varian 715-ES. Textural
properties were determined by N2 adsorption isotherms measured
at 77 K with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020. Solid state MAS NMR
spectra were recorded with a Bruker AV400 III HD spectrometer.
27
Al MAS NMR spectra were recorded at spinning rate of 20 kHz
with a 90° pulse length of 0.5 µs with 1 s repetition time. The 27Al
chemical shift was referred to Al3+(H2O)6. 29Si MAS NMR spectra
were recorded at spinning rate of 5 kHz at 79.459 MHz with a 55°
pulse length of 3.5 µs and a repetition time of 180 s. 29Si chemical
shift was referenced to tetramethylsilane.

Experimental Section
Computational Details. All calculations are based on periodic
density functional theory (DFT) and were performed using the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional
within the generalized gradient approach (GGA), [34,35] as
implemented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)
code.[36] The valence density was expanded in a plane wave basis
set with a kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV, and the effect of the
core electrons in the valence density was taken into account by
means of the projected augmented wave (PAW) formalism.[37]
Integration in the reciprocal space was carried out at the Γ k-point
of the Brillouin zone. Dispersion corrections to the energies were
evaluated using the DFT-D Grimme’s method.[38,39]
The pure silica and pure aluminophosphate (AlPO) models of ERI,
LEV, AEI, CHA, DDR, AFX, RTH, ITE, SAV, UFI, RHO, KFI, and
LTA structures were generated by optimizing the unit cell
parameters and atomic positions of the experimental structures
reported in the IZA database[32] with the computational setup
described above. Then, keeping the unit cell parameters fixed,
one cationic intermediate was placed in each unit cell and the
positions of all atoms in the system were fully optimized without
restrictions. The interaction energies Eint were calculated as the
difference in energy between the global system composed by the
cationic intermediate inside the zeolite or zeotype model and the
sum of the energies of the empty catalyst and the isolated cation.
The interaction energy ratio parameters Eint(7/5) and Eint(I2/I1) were
calculated as:
Eint(7/5) = Eint (7MB )/Eint (5MB )
Eint(I2/I1) = Eint (I2 )/Eint (I1 )
+

+

Catalytic tests. The catalyst was pelletized, crushed and sieved
into 0.2-0.4 mm particle size. 50 mg of sample was mixed with 2
g quartz (Fluka) before being introduced into the fixed-bed reactor
(7 mm diameter). N2 (30 mL/min) was bubbled in methanol held
at 256 K, giving a WHSV = 0.8 h–1. The catalyst was first activated
with a nitrogen flow of 80 mL/min for 1 h at 813 K, and then the
temperature was decreased to reaction conditions (623 or 673 K).
Each experiment was analyzed every 5 min with an online gas
chromatograph (Bruker 450GC, with PONA and Al 2O3-Plot
capillary columns, and two FID detectors). Conversion and
selectivity were considered in carbon basis.
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+

Synthesis of the organic structure-directing agents (OSDAs).
The synthesis of N-methyl quinuclidinium (MeQUIN), N,Ndimethyl-3,5-dimethylpiperidinium
(DMDP),
1,2,3,4,5pentamethyl-1H-imidazol-3-ium
(PMI),
methyltertbutylphosphonium (MTBP) and 1,2-dimethyl-3-(4-methylbenzyl)1H-imidazol-3-ium (DMMBI) organic structure-directing agents is
described in detail in the Supporting Information.

Keywords: MTO • Confinement • structure-selectivity relationship
• DFT • mechanism
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